MV International School  
(Session : 2012-13) 
Class : NURSERY

ENGLISH

APRIL :
- Pre writing Skills (Alphabets with standing, sleeping, slanting lines, page no 1 to 8, book write ABC).
- Book reading A to C (Book A2).
- Rhymes – Say a prayer, Twinkle – Twinkle.

MAY :
- Pre writing Skills.
- Half circles, Circles
- Written Practice on Book page no 9,10,11,12,13,14 (Write ABC book).
- Book reading from D to F (Book A2).
- Revision of previous Rhymes.

JULY
- Write capital letter A to L with pictures.
- Book reading – A to L (A2 Book).
- Rhymes – My Family, Rainbow.

AUGUST :
- Revision of A to M in written.
- Recognise the picture and write correct no, circle the object starting.
- With letter A to L.
- Rhymes – Revision of previous rhymes (two little).
- Book reading A to M.

SEPTEMBER :
- Write capital letter A to M.
- Match the letters with correct pictures.
- Circle the objects starting with letter.
- Rhymes – Revision of previous rhymes laugh a little, red light – red light.
- Book reading – A to M (with phonetic drills).

OCTOBER :
- Write capital letters N to S.
- Dictation, match the pictures with correct letters, story telling.
- Rhymes – Baa Baa Black Sheep, Rabbit Rabbit.(Revision of previous rhymes).
- Book reading – A to S (with phonetic drills).
NOVEMBER:
- Revision of FA – 3 exams
- Write A to S.
- Dictation, Story telling
- Book reading A to S (with phonetic drills).
- Rhyme – Mice are nice, Hip-Hop.

DECEMBER:
- Write S to Z in capital letters.
- Dictation, Missing letters A to Z.
- Book reading A to Z.
- Rhymes – Sun Flower, Run Away Coffee.
- Revision of previous rhymes.

JANUARY:
- Revision work for FA -4 exams.
- Rhymes – Good manners, Two Red Apples.

FEBRUARY:
- Revision work, revision of all rhymes.
- A to Z (with phonetic drill), Match, Missing letters
- Circle the correct pictures.

MATHS

APRIL
- Pre writing skills – Standing lines, Left curve, Right curve, Half Circles, Circles, Concept of Big and Small (pg. no. 1, 2 - A4 book).
- Oral – 1 to 10.

MAY
- Concept of Long & Short, Tall & Short (pg. no. 3, 6 - A4 book).
- Write counting from 1 to 5, pictures or play way method.
- Oral counting from 1 to 10.
- Write 123 book – Write one page daily at home
- Revision work for FA-1.
JULY
- Revise previous syllabus.
- Write counting from 1 to 6.
- Oral counting 1 to 10.
- A4 book – Concept of Fat and Thin.

AUGUST
- Revision work for FA-2 exams.
- Write counting from 1 to 8.
- Oral – counting 1 to 20.
- Identification of shape, circle, square, rectangle (pg.no. 9 to 14 - A4 Book).

SEPTEMBER
- Write counting from 1 to 10.
- Oral counting 1 to 30.
- What comes after 1 to 10.
- Revision work For SA -1.

OCTOBER
- Write counting form 1 to 20.
- Count & write 1 to 10.
- Shapes review (A4 book).
- Oral counting from 1 to 40.
- Backward counting 10 to 1.

NOVEMBER
- Revision of FA -3 exams.
- Write counting in figures 1 to 30, count and draw.
- A4 book – pg. no. 18 to 33.
- Home assignment for Diwali break.
DECEMBER

- Write counting in figures 1 to 40, What comes between.
- Count and Write.
- Circle the number, Back ward 10 to 1.

JANUARY

- Revision work for FA -4 exams.
- Missing numbers, count and match.
- Oral & Written 1 to 50.

FEBRUARY

- Revision work
- Oral & written 1 to 50.
- Count and Write 1 to 10.
- Missing numbers 1 to 20.
- What comes after, between 1 to 20.
- Backward 10 to 1.
- Count and Match 1 to 20.

G.K

APRIL : Myself, Relation (pg no-1).
        Paste the photo of your family (pg no-2 A1 book).
MAY : Golden words – Sorry, Thank you, Please, Excuse me
       (pg no.30 A1 book).
       Colours pg no-5,6 (A1 book).
AUGUST : Vegetables, Useful animals, Birds, Shade match -
          Toys – pg no-11, 12.
Story Telling – pg no -32.

**NOVEMBER**

**DECEMBER**

**JANUARY**
- Story telling (Hare and Tortoise – pg no-31 A1 book)

**FEBRUARY**
- Revision work – pg no-5, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 25
ENGLISH

APRIL:

Write capital A to Z.
Practice of cursive writing a, b, c.
Work book – Let us trace and colour.
Rhyme – Thank you God, Rain – Rain.
Book reading – page no-3.

MAY:

Practice of cursive writing d, e, f.
Work book – Let us trace and Practice A.
Rhyme – Jack and Jill, Ring – A – Ring.

JULY

Revision of cursive writing ‘a to z’.
Rhyme – Twinkle- Twinkle little star.
Book reading – page no-5.

AUGUST:

Concept of vowels a, e, i, o, u.
Write cursive writing a to z and circle the vowels.
Rhyme – Jingle Bell, Mummy Darling and Baa-Baa Black Sheep.

SEPTEMBER:

Sound of vowel ‘a’.
Calligraphy.
Work book – X, x, Y, y.
Rhyme – The Elephant, Jhony Jhony, Two little.
Book reading Page no- 7, 8, 9, 10.

OCTOBER:

Sound of vowel ‘e’.
Calligraphy.
Rhyme – Hickory Dickory & Two little Dicky.
Book reading Page no- 11, 12, 13, 14.
NOVEMBER:
Soud of vowel ‘a’, ’e’, and calligraphy.
Rhyme – Roses are Red, Chubby cheeks.
Book reading Page no-7 to 14.

DECEMBER:
Sound of vowel ‘I’, ‘o’.
Calligraphy
Rhyme - Cobbler and I wish.

JANUARY:
Sound of vowel ‘u’ and calligraphy.
Rhyme – Number Rhyme and Hot cross buns.
Stories – Thirsty crow & the Fox and the grapes.

FEBRUARY:
Revision work.

MATHS

APRIL : Counting 1 to 100.

MAY : Counting 101 to 150.
      Missing counting 101 to 150.
      Match the number with pictures.
      Work Book : page no-7, 8 and 9.

JULY : Numbers names 101 to 150.
      What comes After 1 to 50?
      Work Book : page no-10 and 11.

AUGUST : Numbers names 151 to 200.
         Back ward counting 20 to 1.
         Work book – page no-12, 13, 14, 15, 16 & 17.
SEPTEMBER : Back ward counting 50 to 1.
    Revision work.
    Work book – page no-19, 20, 21 & 22

OCTOBER : Numbers names One to Five.
    What comes After One to Five?

NOVEMBER : Number Names 1 to 10
    Work book – page no 59, 60

DECEMBER : What comes after, before and between
    Work Book : pg no : 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67

JANUARY : Counting 151 to 200
    Addition
    Work Book : pg no 72 to 83

FEBRUARY : Revision work

G.K

G.K ORAL

APRIL TO SEPTEMBER

1. Fruits Name.
2. Vegetables Name.
3. Our Body Parts.
4. Sense Organs.
5. Our Dresses.
7. Days of a Week.
8. Our Food.
9. Myself.
10. Our Seasons.
G.K WRITTEN

OCTOBER
1. Name of Fruits.
2. Name of Vegetables.

NOVEMBER
3. Name of the Pet Animals.

DECEMBER
3. Name of the Flowers.
4. Name of Wild Animals.

JANUARY
5. Parts of Body.

FEBRUARY
6. Revision Work
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Class : UKG

ENGLISH

➢ APRIL : Word Formation from alphabet A, B & C.
   ▪ Book Work (Let’s learn English) page no- 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 & 12.
   ▪ Rhyme : Thank you God!

   ▪ Book Work: Page no- 13, 14, 15, 18 to 22.
   ▪ Rhyme : Engine Number Nine.

➢ JULY : Revision A to Z Word Formation.
   ▪ Match to the correct picture.

➢ AUGUST : Capital Cursive A to Z.
   ▪ Book Work: page no -50 to 53.
   ▪ Rhyme: The Rainbow.

➢ SEPTEMBER : Continue Capital Cursive A to Z.

➢ OCTOBER : Introduction of Vowel a, e, i, o, u.
   ▪ Use of A & An, Sound of a & e
   ▪ Story – The Fox And The Grapes.

➢ NOVEMBER : Sound of I.
   ▪ Book Work: page no -70 to 75.
   ▪ Rhyme – Pit, Pat.

➢ DECEMBER : Sound of O & U.
   ▪ Use of This & That.
   ▪ Book Work: page no-88 to 95.

➢ JANUARY : Names of the Days & Months.
   ▪ Book Work: page no- 88 to 95.

➢ FEBRUARY : Names of the Colours, Change the Gender.
   ▪ Concept of One & More.

G.K

APRIL : Names of 10 Fruits.
   Book reading page no-12.
MAY : Names of the Vegetables.

JULY : Names of the Domestic Animals
       Book reading Page no-3

AUGUST : Names of the Wild Animals and Birds.
          Book reading Page no -4 & 5.

SEPTEMBER : Parts of Body – page no-16.

OCTOBER : Names of the Flowers and Means of Transport
           page no – 11 & 14.

NOVEMBER : Topic – Family
            Page no - 15.

DECEMBER : Types of Houses.
           Page no – 25 & 32

JANUARY : A Garden scene in practical ( Visit to school Garden ).

FEBRUARY : Names of the Young Ones of Animals -Page no – 7.

MATHS

APRIL : Forwarding Counting 201 to 250.
       Book work : page no-3 to 6.
       Match the words with Numbers 1 – 10.

MAY : Forward counting 251 to 300.
      Numbers names 11 to 15.
      Book work : Page no -10 to 14.
JULY : Numbers names 21 to 30.
       Forward counting 301 to 350.
       What comes After?

AUGUST : Numbers names 31 to 40.
        What comes Before?
        Table of 2 & 3.

SEPTEMBER : Numbers names 41 to 50.
            Table of 4 & 5.

OCTOBER : Numbers names 51 to 70.
         What comes Before?
         Table of 6.

NOVEMBER : Numbers names 71 to 100.
           Table of 6 & 7.

DECEMBER : Addition.
           Table of 8.

JANUARY : Table of 9 & 10.
          Subtraction.

FEBRUARY : Introduction of Shapes.
ENGLISH

APRIL : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. Hello ( Pen paper test ).
2. Blue is the sea ( Home Assignment ).

WORK BOOK

MAY : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. All About Me ( Activity ).
2. Me ( Pen paper test ).

WORK BOOK
FA -1 will include lesson -1 Hello , 2 Me with Worksheet 1 & 2.

JULY : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. Things that can move ( Activity ).

WORK BOOK

AUGUST : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. We can Jump ( Pen paper test ).
2. A Trip to the Market ( Home Assignment ).

WORK BOOK
FA-2 will include lesson -1We can jump and Worksheet 3.

SEPTEMBER : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. Animals in the Zoo ( Pen paper test ).
2. Good Morning ( Pen paper test ).

WORK BOOK
1. Work sheet -5.
SA-2 will include lesson- 1Animals in the zoo , 2 Good morning and Worksheet - 4 & 5.

OCTOBER : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. At School ( Pen paper test ).
WORK BOOK

NOVEMBER : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. Shapes Around you ( Activity ).
2. Amar and the Ball ( Pen paper test ).
WORK BOOK
FA-3 will include lesson-1 At school ,2 Amar and the ball with worksheet 6 & 7.

DECEMBER : MAIN COURSE BOOK
WORK BOOK

JANUARY : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. The soup song ( Activity and Home Assignment ).
WORK BOOK
FA -4 will include lesson no-1 Stone soup with Work sheet 8 and 9.

FEBRUARY : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. Firoz and the Fire Engine (Pen paper test).
WORK BOOK
1. Work sheet – 10
REVISION TEST
SA -2 will include lesson no-1 The soup song & lesson no-2 Firoz and the fire engine with Worksheet 8 ,9 and 10.
E.V.S

APRIL :
1. Our body is wonderful. (Home Assignment)
2. Our Sense Organs. (Activity)

MAY :
3. Food. (Pen paper test)
FA-1 will include lesson no-1, 2 and 3.

JULY :
4. Keeping Healthy and fit. (Home Assignment and Activity)
5. Safety Rules. (Pen Paper Test)

AUGUST :
6. Our Plant World.
7. Plants- Our green friends.
8. Animals around us.
FA-2 will include lesson no 4 and 5.

SEPTEMBER :
SA-1 will include all four lessons 6,7,8,9 for Pen paper test.

OCTOBER :
10. Air around Us. (Pen paper test).
11. We need Water. (Activity).

NOVEMBER :
12. Weather (Home assignment).
FA-3 will include lesson no- 10,11,12.
DECEMBER :
13. Our Earth (Pen paper test).
14. The Sun the moon and Stars (Home assignment & Activity).

JANUARY :
F A-4 will include lesson 13 & 14.
15. We need a house.

FEBRUARY :
Revision test.
S A-2 will include lesson no – 12,14 and 15.

MATHS
F A-1

APRIL – MAY
➢ Spatial relationships (Assignment).
➢ Addition (Pen paper test).
➢ Tables of 2,3.

F A-2

MAY – JULY
➢ Subtraction (pen paper test).
➢ Number and Numeration (Assignment).
➢ Tables of 3,4.

S A-1

AUGUST – SEPTEMBER
➢ Ordinal Numbers (pen paper test).
➢ Skip counting (Pen paper test).
➢ Tales of 4,5.

F A-3
OCTOBER – NOVEMBER

- Shapes (Assignment).
- Measurement (Pen paper test).
- Tables of 6, 7.

FA -4

NOVEMBER – DECEMBER

- Money (Assignment).
- Time (Pen paper test).
- Table of 7, 8.

SA -2

JANUARY – FEBRUARY

- Fractions (Pen paper test).
- Data Handling (Pen paper test).
- Table of 8, 9, 10.

G.K

APRIL:

1. Our nation.
2. Our National Symbols.
3. Eminent Persons.
4. I Pray.
5. Our National Festivals.

MAY:

7. Our Heritage.
10. I am Special.
JULY :
13. Fruit Puzzle.
14. Vegetable Quiz.
15. Get Moving.

AUGUST :
16. In the Garden.
17. Seasons.
19. Earth Day.
20 Who Am I.

SEPTEMBER :
Revision Of S A-1

OCTOBER :
23. Mothers and Babies.
25. Fun Corner.

NOVEMBER :
27. Review and Assess - 2
29. Lost in Space.
30. From Wheel to Wings.
31. My Computer.
32. Electricity At Home.
DECEMBER:
33. My Sports Equipments.
34. Fun time.
35. Road Signs.
36. Safe Kids.
37. Story Time.

JANUARY:
38. Play the Music.
39. Theme Park.
40. Riddle Time.
41. Future Kid Quiz -3.
42. Review & Assess -3.

FEBRUARY:
Revision of S A -2
S A -1 will include lesson no - 1 to 21.
S A -2 will include lesson no -21 to 42.
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Class : 2nd

MATHS

F A -1
APRIL – MAY
  ➢ Number and Numeration .
  ➢ Table of 5 , 6.

F A -2
MAY – JUNE
  ➢ Addition ( Assignment )
  ➢ Subtraction. ( Pen Paper test ).
  ➢ Table of 6 , 7.

S A -1
AUGUST – SEPTEMBER
  ➢ Multiplication ( pen paper test ).
  ➢ Division ( Pen paper test ).
  ➢ Table of 7, 8.

F A -3
OCTOBER – NOVEMBER
  ➢ Shapes ( Assignment ).
  ➢ Measurement ( pen paper test).
  ➢ Tables of 8, 9.

F A -4
NOVEMBER – DECEMBER
  ➢ Fractions ( Assignment ).
  ➢ Money ( pen paper test ).
  ➢ Table of 9, 10, 11.
E.V.S

APRIL :
1. Plant kingdom.  ( Home Assignment )
2. Plants and Animals also need Water.  ( Activity )

MAY :
3. Wild Animals.  ( Pen paper test )
FA -1 will include lesson no-1, 2 and 3.

JULY :
4. Useful Animals.  ( Home Assignment and Activity )
5. How our Body Works.  ( Pen Paper Test )
FA -2 will include lesson -4 & 5.

AUGUST :
7. Food.  ( Activity )
8. Food for good health.  ( Pen paper test )

SEPTEMBER :
9. Air around us.
SA -1 will include all four lessons 6,7,8 and 9.

OCTOBER :
10. Forms of Water.
11. The Sun and Our Shadow .

NOVEMBER :
12. Seasons.
FA-3 will include lesson no -10 , 11, 12.

DECEMBER :
14. Safety Habits and First Aid  ( Home assignment & Activity ).
FA -4 will include lesson no -13 &14 .

JANUARY :
15. We need a house.

FEBRUARY
Revision test.
S A-2 will include lesson no -11, 14, and 15.

G.K
APRIL :
1. Our nation .
2. Our Heritage .
3. People of India.
4. Hurray! It’s Festival Time.
5. A Multi Cultural Society.

MAY :
7. The First Indian.
8. Tasty Treats.
10. Future Kid Quiz -1.

JULY :
12. I am Special.
15. Yummy Fruits.
16. Are you upto the challenge?
17. Green Earth.
AUGUST :
18. Green Friends.
20. Hunter and Hunted.
21. How do they move ?
22. Animal’s home.
23. Bird’s Eye.

SEPTEMBER :
Revision Of S A-2.

OCTOBER :
25. Review and Assess- 2
27. Around the World.
28. Important Days.
30. From Wheel to Wings.

NOVEMBER :
31. Up in the Air .
32. Inventions.
33. Computer Savvy.
34. Combat Sports .
35. Sports Time.

DECEMBER :
37. Fine Dining.
38. Professions.
40. Famous Children Movies.
41. Extension – Colours.
42. Manner Matters.

JANUARY :
43. Mixed Doubles.
44. Natural or Man –Made.
45. All in Numbers.
46. How Do You Use It ?
47. Rhyming Families.
49. Review & Assess -3.

FERUARY :
Revision of S A -2

ENGLISH

APRIL : MAIN COURSE BOOK
3. Work to do! ( Pen paper test )
4. I am special . ( Home Assignment )

WORK BOOK

MAY : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. Sunil and Anil learn a lesson . ( Pen paper test )
2. Elephants . (Activity)

WORK BOOK

FA -1 will include lesson -1 Work to do , 2 Sunil and Anil learn a lesson with Worksheet 1 & 2.
JULY : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. Mice. (Activity)

WORK BOOK

AUGUST: MAIN COURSE BOOK
3. The Parade. (Pen paper test)
4. Baby Dolphin and Billy. (Home Assignment)

WORK BOOK
FA-2 will include lesson-1 The Parade and Worksheet 3 and 4.

SEPTEMBER : MAIN COURSE BOOK
1. Rhinos purple, Hippos green (Pen paper test).
3. Rita’s Nest (Pen paper test).

WORK BOOK
1. Work sheet-5.
SA-2 will include lesson-1 Rhinos purple, Hippos green, 2 Rita’s nest and Worksheet 5.

OCTOBER : MAIN COURSE BOOK
3. Way to Remember. (Activity)
4. The Good seed. (Home Assignment)

WORK BOOK

NOVEMBER : MAIN COURSE BOOK
2. My Garden. (Pen paper test)
2. The Magic Porridge Pot. (Pen paper test)

WORK BOOK
FA-3 will include lesson-1 My Garden, 2 The Magic Porridge Pot with worksheet 6 & 7.
DECEMBER : MAIN COURSE BOOK

2. The Fox and The Crocodile. (Pen paper test)

WORK BOOK

JANUARY : MAIN COURSE BOOK

1. I’m a little ice cube. (Activity and Home Assignment)

WORK BOOK

FA -4 will include lesson no-1 The Fox and The Crocodile with Work sheet 8 and 9.

FEBRUARY : MAIN COURSE BOOK

1. The boy who cried Wolf. (Pen paper test)

WORK BOOK
2. Work sheet – 10

REVISION TEST

SA -2 will include lesson no-1 I am a little Ice Cube & lesson no-2 The Boy who cried Wolf with Worksheet 8, 9 and 10.
April: 1. Food and Feeding Habits of Animals  
2. Keeping Safe  
May: 3. Housing and Clothing  
Revision tests and FA-I  
F.A-I will include  
1. Food and Feeding Habits of Animals (Formative Home Assignment)  
2. Keeping Safe (Pencil-Paper test)  
3. Housing and clothing (Practical/Activity)  
July: 4. Soil  
5. Solid, Liquid and Gases.  
FA-2 4. Soil (Pen Paper test)  
5. Solid liquid and Gases (FHA/Activity)  
August: 6. Things around us  
7. Parts of a Plant  
September: 8. Birds  
Revision tests  
SA-I will include all three chapters 6, 7, 8 for Pen-Paper test  
October: 9. Our body is a wonderful machine  
10. Measurement  
FA-3 9. Our body is a wonderful machine (FHA/Activity)  
10. Measurement (Pen paper test)  
November: 11. Light, Sound and Force  
December: 12. Air, Water and Weather  
FA-4 11. Light, Sound and Force (FHA/Activity)  
12. Air, Water and weather (Pen Paper Test)  
February: Revision tests  
SA-2 9. Our body is a wonderful machine.  
11. Light, Sound and Force  
13. The Earth and its companions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Main Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| April  | Unit-1 - The Greedy Baker  
|        | Unit-2 - Cats Sleep Any where  
|        | Work Book - Worksheet 1  
| May    | Unit-3 - How Bear Lost His Tail?  
|        | FA1 : [ Will include Unit-1,2 and Work sheet 1]  
| July   | Unit-4 - The Tamarind Tree  
|        | Work Book - Worksheet 2, & 3  
| August | Unit-5 - Upside Down  
|        | Unit-6 - Lizzy, The Lion Cub  
|        | Work Book - Worksheet 4  
|        | FA2 : [ Will include Unit-4 and Work sheet 2,3,4]  
| September | Unit-7 - Clouds  
|          | Work Book - Worksheet 5 & 6  
| October | Unit-8 - The Things Wings Do  
|         | Unit-9 - The Centipede Song  
|         | Work Book - Worksheet 7  
|         | SA1 : [ Will include unit-3,6,5 & Work Sheet -5,6]  
| November | Unit-10 - Three Friends  
|          | Unit-11 - The Pear Seed  
|          | Work Book - Worksheet-8  
|         | FA-3 : [ Unit 10 , 11 and Work Sheet 8]  

### Main Course

**December**
- Unit-12 - Mud
- Unit-13 - The Cleverest Man in the World

**Work Book** - Worksheet -9

**January**
- Unit-14 - Who Has Seen The Wind?

**Work Book** - Worksheet-10

**FA4** : [ Unit-12,13,& Work Sheet-9]

**February**
- Unit-16 - When Grow Up
- Unit-17 - Raja’s Alarm Clock

**SA2** : [ Unit 14, 15, 16, 17 & Work Sheet-10]

---

### Maths:

**FA-I**

**April-May**
1. Numbers and Numeration: Pen paper test
2. Roman Numerals : Assignment

**Tables : 2 to 5**

**FA-2**

**May- July**
3. Addition : Assignment
4. Subtraction : Pen paper

**Table : 6 & 7**

**SA-I**

**August- September**
5. Multiplication :Pen paper
6. Division : Pen paper

**Table : 2 to 8**

**FA-3**

**October- November**
7. Fractions : Pen paper
8. Geometrical Shapes : Assignment

**Table : 9**

**FA-4**

**November**

**December**
10. Money : Assignment

**Table : 9, 10,11**

**SA-2**
January, February
11. Time
12. Pictorial Rep. of Data
13. Data Handling
   Tables from : 2 to 12

GK
SA1
April
1. Our Nation
2. Symbols of Religion
3. Super Tens of India
4. States and Their Capitals
5. Indian Dances
6. Musical Entertainment

May
7. Heroes of India- Birbal’s Khichdi
8. Warriors and Rulers
9. Hill View
10. Future Kid Quiz-1
11. Review & Assess-1
12. My Family Tree
13. Taste Buds

July
14. Body Facts
15. Healthy Eating
16. Activity Pyramid
17. Green Friends
18. Terms of Nature
19. Extreme Weather

August
20. Air Pollution
21. Cold blooded Beasts
22. Animal Truths
23. Unusual Animals
24. Amazing Nests
25. Making a Bird House

September
   Revision of SA-1

SA-2
October
26. I am Hungry
27. Future Kid Quiz-2
29. Beyond India
30. There in the world
31. seven Wonders
November
32. Up in the sky
33. Legends
34. Great Inventions
35. Yay! I have an Idea
36. Cricmania
37. Bounce a Ball

December
38 Sports Pictograms
39. Space Tools
40. Space crosspatch
41. Computer Wizkid
42. Seek and Find
43. Creature words

January
44. Cold Stuff
45. Children Book Author
46. Treasure Island
47. Connectivity
48. Future Kid Quiz-3
49. Review & Assess-3

February
Revision of SA-2
SA-1: Lesson No 1 to 25
SA-2 Lesson No 26 to 49
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**Class : 4th**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Work Book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| April | Unit-1 - (Descriptive Sentences)  
       | Unit-2 - (Opposites and Homonyms)  
       | Unit-3 - (The Story of Tea ) |
|       | Grammar |
|       | Unit-1 - Nouns: Common and Proper  
       | Unit-2 - Nouns : Number |
|       | Real English |
|       | Unit-1 - The Boy and the Robbers  
       | Unit -2 - A Beautiful Day |
| May   | Work Book |
|       | Unit-4 - (Adjectives with prepositions) |
|       | Grammar |
|       | Unit-3 - Nouns: Countable & Un countable  
       | Unit-4 - Nouns : collective |
|       | FA1 : [Work book : Unit 1 , 2  
       | Real English : Unit-2  
       | Grammar : Unit-1,2] |
| July  | Work Book |
|       | Unit-5 - (Synonyms and Analogies) |
|       | Grammar |
|       | Unit-5 - Nouns: Gender |
|       | Real English |
|       | Unit-3 - King Shibi and the Two Birds |
|       | FA-2 : [ Work Book : Unit 3 ,5  
       | Grammar : Unit 5  
       | Real English : Unit 2] |
| August| Work Book |
|       | Unit-6 - (Quotations)  
       | Unit-7 - (His Spear Against his Shield)  
       | Unit-8 - (Writing-I) |
|       | Grammar |
|       | Unit-6 - Pronouns  
       | Unit-7 - Homophones and Homonyms  
       | Unit-8 - Comprehension-A |
Real English
Unit-4 - The Free Man

Work Book
September
Unit-9 - (Word Families & Suffixes)
Unit-10 - (Simple Past Tense)

Grammar
Unit-9 - Verbs
Unit-10 - Adjectives

Real English
Unit-5 - The Adventures of Little AL
Unit-6 - The Spining Sage

SA1 : [ Work Book : Unit-6,7,8,9,10
        Grammar : Unit-6,7, 8, 9 ,10
        Real English : Unit-1,3,4,5,6]

Work Book
October
Unit-11 - (How to take tests)
Unit-12 - (Dictionary Work)
Unit-13 - (The Definite Article)

Grammar
Unit-11 - Degrees of Comparison
Unit-12 - Present Tense
Unit-13 - Past Tense

Real English
Unit-7 - A Family on the Roof
Unit-8 - Dreams

Work Book
November
Unit-14 - (Writing -2)
Unit-15 - (Adjectives)
Unit-16 - (‘Can’ for Ability)

Grammar
Unit-14 - Future Tense
Unit-15 - Adverbs
Unit-16 - Articles

Real English
Unit-9 - What Colour is that Creature?
Unit-10 - The Big Baboon

FA-3 : [ Work Book : Unit 11,12,13,14
        Grammar : Unit , 11, 12, 13
        Real English : Unit -8,10]
Work Book
December
Unit-17 - (The King Fisher)
Unit-18 - (Adverbial Clauses of Time)
Unit-19 - (Compound Words)
Unit-20 - (Verb- Like Adjectives)

Grammar
Unit-17 - Comprehension -B
Unit-18 - Punctuations
Unit-19 - Sentences
Unit-20 - Prepositions

Real English
Unit-11 - Kites
Unit-12 - On the Desert

Work Book
January
Unit-21 - (Merchant of Sery)
Unit-22 - (Homophones and Irregular Verbs )

Grammar
Unit-21 - Conjunctions
Unit-22 - Proverbs

Real English
Unit-13 - The Wonderful Tea- Kettle
Unit-14 - The Violet

FA-4 : [ Work Book : Unit 15,16,17,18
Grammar : Unit -14,15,16,17
Real English : Unit -12,13,14]

Work Book
February
Unit-23 - (Uses of Simple Present Tense)
Unit-24 - (Auxiliary ‘Will’ )
Unit-25 - (Writing-3)

Grammar
Unit-23 - Comprehension -C
Unit-24 - Writing Skills

Real English
Unit-15 - A Man’s Cub
Unit-16 - A Wolf’s Cub

SA-2 : [ Work Book : Unit 19,20,21,22,23,24,25
Grammar : Unit -18,19,20,21,22,23,24
Real English : Unit -7,9,11,15,16]
Maths : ( Book : Grow With Number- Amity)

FA-I
April-May : 1. Numbers and Numerations - H. Assignment
2. Addition and Subtraction - Pen Paper
   Table -12

FA-II
May-July : 3. Multiplication - Pen Paper
4. Division - Pen Paper
5. Factors and Multiples - H- Assignment
   Table-13

SA-I
August-September 6. Fractions - Pen Paper
7. Number Patterns - do
8. The Unitary Method - do
   Table- 12-13

FA-III
October-November 9. Decimals - Pen paper
10. Metric System - Home Assignment
   Table -14

FA-IV
December- January 11. Geometry - Home Assignment
12. Area and Perimeter - Pen Paper
   Table- 15,16

SA-II
13. Money
14. Time
15. Pictorial Representation of Data
   Table – 10 to 16

EVS
April 1. Food and Digestion ( Practical/ Activity)
2. Teeth and Microbes ( Pen paper Test)

May 3. Safety and First Aid (FHA)
   Revision tests
   FA-I will include Lesson No-1,2 and 3

July 4. Clothes- Our Protectors (FHA & Activity)
5. Solid , Liquids and Gases - ( Pen Paper Test)
   FA-II will include Lesson no. 4 & 5

August 6. Soil
7. Green Plants
September
8. Adaptations – How Plants Survive and Revision tests
SA-I- will include lesson no.6,7, and 8 as P.P test.

October:
9. Animals and their young one- (FHA/ Activity)
10. Adaptation- How Animals Survive (Pen Paper Test)
FA-III will include Lesson – 9 and 10

November

December
12. Air, Water and Weather (FHA)
13. The Solar System (Practical)
FA 4- Will include Lesson no 11, 12 and 13

January
Lesson 14: Keeping our Earth Green and Clean

February
Revision tests
SA-2 will include lesson no. 12,13, and 14

GK
SA-1
April
1. Our Nation
2. India – Foreign Trade
3. Sobriquets
4. Hi.Lo.Bi.La
5. Freedom Fighters
6. Heroes of India- Prithviraj Chouhan

May
7. War History
8. Wild Heritage
9. Lokmanya Tilak- A Brief Biography
10. The Legends behind the Indian States.
11. Our Heritages
12. Future Kid Quiz-1
13. Review & Assess-1

July
14. Do you know these tools?
15. Diseases
16. Health and Body
17. Food World.
18. Plant crossword
19. Animal Families

August
20. Staying Alive
21. Extremes
22. A Whale of a Puzzle
23. Global Warming
24. Destructive Forces of Nature
25. Energy from the Sun

September
Revision of SA-1
October:  (SA-2)
  26. Future Kid Quiz-2
  27. Review & Assess-2
  28. A quick Glance
  29. Countries and their Capitals
  30. Grand World Tour

November
  32. Explorers and Discoverers
  33. Flag and Currencies.
  34. World Famous Artists
  35. Voluntary Organisations
  36. Inventors.
  37. Flying High

December
  38. Adventure Sports
  39. National Sports
  40. Sports World Trophies
  41. Sky Gazing
  42. Artificial Satellites
  43. Science and Studies
  44. Computer Puzzle

January
  45. How do you Use It?
  46. Let’s Watch TV
  47. Abbreviations
  48. Mind Twister
  49. Eye Cue
  50. Future Kid Quiz-3
  51. Review & Assess-3

February
  Revision of SA-2

SA1-L.No 1-25
SA2-L.No 26-51
MV International School  
(Session : 2012-13)  
Class : 5\textsuperscript{th}

**English**

April  
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course  
1. The truth  
2. The Seed (Activity)  
Book : Grammar  
1. Kind of Nouns  
2. Nouns : Number  
Book : Workbook  
1. Opposites  
2. Will and Going to

May  
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course  
3. The Wolf and the House Dog  
4. The Fox and the Grapes  
Book : Grammar  
3. Nouns : Gender (H.A)  
4. Pronouns  
Book : Workbook  
3. Idioms (H.A)  
4. Because

July  
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course  
5. The Guest  
Book : Grammar  
5. Verbs  
6. Adjectives and Comparisons  
Book : Workbook  
5. A shy Friend  
6. Simile

August  
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course  
6. I have Noodles in my Nostrils  
7. Into the Future (HA)  
Book : Grammar  
7. Comprehension-A  
8. Present Tense- (Activity)  
9. Past tense  
Book : Workbook  
7. Time Expressions  
8. Synonyms and Homophones  
9. Adverbs of Manner
September
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
8. Questions
Book: Grammar
10. Future Tense
11. Adverbs
Book: Workbook
10. Meet India’s Youngest Headmaster
11. Words Used as Noun and Verb

October
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
9. A Bottle of Dew
10. Wishes (Activity)
Book: Grammar
12. Comprehension-B
13. Articles (H.A)
14. Punctuation
Book: Workbook
12. Relative Pronouns
13. Meaning and Spelling
14. Phrasal Verbs

November
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
11. The Four Magicians
12. Tiger
Book: Grammar
15. Sentences
16. Negative Sentences
17. Prepositions
Book: Workbook
15. Casabianca
16. Past Continuous
17. Spelling and Synonyms

December
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
13. Bonbu Babu
14. Bonbu Babu’s Friend (Activity)
Book: Grammar
18. Conjunctions
19. Direct and Indirect speech (H.A)
20. Comprehension -C
Book: Workbook
18. Determiners
19. Compound Words
20. Spanish Children: A Hundred Years Ago
January

Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
   15. The Marrog
   16. The Bakers Dozen

Book: Grammar
   21. Idioms
   22. Creative Writing

Book: Workbook
   21. Contractions
   22. Apostrophe Showing Possession

February

Book: Grammar
   23. Vocabulary
   24. Comprehension-D

Book: Workbook
   23. Present Perfect
   24. Singing for the Emperor

FA-1
   Course Book: 1,2
   Work book: 1,2,3,4
   Grammar: 1,2,3,4

FA-2
   Course Book: 3,4,5
   Work Book: 5,6,7,8
   Grammar: 5,6,7,8

SA-1
   Course Book: 6,7,8
   Work Book: 9,10,11,12
   Grammar: 9,10,11,12

FA-3
   Course Book: 9,10
   Work Book: 13,14,15,16
   Grammar: 13,14,15,16

FA-4
   Course Book: 11,12,13,
   Work Book: 17,18,19,20
   Grammar: 17,18,19,20

SA2: Course Book: Lesson No- 14,15,16
     Work Book: Unit 21,22,23,&,24
     Grammar: Lesson No- 21,22,23,& 24

EVS
April-May
   1. Growing Plants
   2. Solid, Liquid and Gases

Activity:
   1. To get a new plant from a potato.
   2. To show that matter expand on heating

July-August
   3. Wealth And Hygiene
4. Force, Work And Energy
Activity:
To study how roughness of a surface affects movements

September- October
5. Safety and First Aid
6. Rocks, Minerals and Soil
Activity : To note down the Emergency Telephone numbers

November and December
7. Amazing Animals
8. Essential for life: Air and Water
9. Earth, Sun and Moon

January
10. Skeletal System and Nervous System
Activity: To classify the various body points as ‘sensitive’ or ‘not so sensitive’

February
11. Volcanoes , Earth quakes and Tidal Waves
12. Our Environment

Syllabus for FA-I
1. Growing plants
2. Solid, Liquid and Gases [ F.H.A]

Syllabus for FA-II
3. Health and Hygiene

Syllabus for SA-I
5. Safety and First Aid

Syllabus for FA-III
6. Rocks, Minerals and Soil
7. Amazing Animals [F.H.A]

Syllabus for FA-IV
8. Essential for life : air, and Water
9. Earth, Sun and Moon
10. Skeletal system and Nervous system . [ F.H.A]

Syllabus for SA-II
11. Volcanoes, Earthquakes and Tidal Waves
12. Our Environment
Maths :
Syllabus for FA1
April-May
1. Numbers and Numeration
2. Roman Numerals
3. Multiples & Factors
4. Addition and Subtraction

July
Syllabus for FA2
5. Multiplication
6. Division
7. Unitary Method
8. Fractions

August-September
Syllabus for SA1
9. Decimals
10. Rounding Numbers
11. Simplification
12. Percentage

October-November
Syllabus for FA3
13. Bills
14. Profit & loss
15. Simple Interest
22. Circles.

December- January
Syllabus for FA4
17. Speed
18. Time table
19. Temperature
20. Lines & Angles

January- February
Syllabus for SA2
21. Triangles & Quadrilaterals
22. Average
23. Area & Perimeter
24. Volume
25. Pictorial Representation of Data
GK
SA1
April
1. Our Nation
2. Ancient Indian Literature
3. Lady Torchbearers of India
4. Important Government Buildings
5. Revolutionaries
6. The Panoramic Scientists of India

May
7. Print Media in India
8. Heroes of India
9. Let’s Celebrate
10. The Golden Ages
11. Union territories of India
12. Gems of India
13. Future Kid Quiz-1

July
14. Review & Assess-1
15. Body Trivia
16. Live Strong
17. Fitness Fundamentals
18. Green Doctors
19. Know your Roots
20. Milk

August
21. Food Quiz
22. Living Together
23. Animals under threat
24. Some Amazing facts
25. Backing in
26. Earth Buddies
27. Keeping clean
28. Future Kid Quiz-2

September
Revision of SA1

SA2
October
29. Review & Assess -2
30. Ocean Search
31. Famous Museums
32. Outfits
33. Lingua Franca
34. Un- The Peace Maker
35. My Nobel Prize Diary
36. Lets Dance

November
37. Inside Outer Space
38. Sporting Icons
39. All about Olympics
40. International Sports Events
41. A Sportsman’s Paradise
42. Game Names
43. Precious gems
44. Listen to the Music

December
45. Stars and Villains
46. Famous Classics
47. Computer Applications
48. Techno Talk
49. Communication
50. Worlds of Comics
51. Simple Machine

January
52. These Pens Do Not All Write
53. Future Kid Quiz-3
54. Review & Assess-3

February
Revision of Sa2
SA1- L.No. 1-28

SA2- L.No. 29-54
MV International School
(Session : 2012-13)
Class : 6th

English

April
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
1. The Cranby Macaw
2. Trees (Activity)

Book: Grammar
1. The Sentence
2. Subject and Predicate
3. Questions
4. Nouns

May
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
3. A Wise Lesson
4. The Story of River Ganga

Book: Grammar
5. Number
6. Pronouns
7. Gender
8. Adjectives

July
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
5. The Old Gumbie Cat
6. What the Birds Said (Activity)

Book: Grammar
9. Articles
10. Cats Big and Small
11. Verbs

August
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
7. The Raven and the Fox
8. Candy Jane and Professor Boggle (Activity)

Book: Grammar
12. Tenses
13. Present Tense
14. Past Tense
15. Future Tense

September
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
9. Self Contained
10. The Red Room

Book: Grammar
16. Subject-Verb Agreement (Activity)
17. Tag Questions
18. Adverbs
19. Prepositions

October
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
11. Life
12. Save the Children (Activity)
Book: Grammar
20. Conjunctions
21. Degrees of comparisons (H A)
22. Sea Fever
23. Direct and Indirect Speech

November
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
13. The Circus
14. The Necklace
Book: Grammar
24. Active and Passive Voice
25. Punctuation
26. Homophones
27. Homonyms

December
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
15. Sheem, The Wolf -Boy
16. Come Out with me (Activity)
Book: Grammar
28. Synonyms
29. Antonyms
30. Idioms
31. Phrasal Verbs

January
Book: Multi-Skill Language Course
17. The Gifts of Wali Dad
Book: Grammar
32. Similes
33. Words Easily Confused
34. Robin Hood and the Butcher

Home Assignments
1. Writing Letters and Emails
2. Story – Writing
3. Essay Writing
4. Writing a Diary Entry

FA1: Course Book: 1, 3 and 4
Grammar Book: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

FA2: Course Book: 5, 6, 7 and 8
Grammar Book: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

SA1: Course Book: 9, 10,
Grammar Book: 12, 13, 14, 15, 17
Science

April
1. Sources of Food
2. Our Cloth Materials
   Activity: Making sprouts of Gram

May
3. Motion and Measurement
4. Components of food
   Activity: To measure the length of the given article

July
5. Different kind of materials
6. Cleaning Food
   Activity: Classify the materials in to Transparent and Opaque

August
7. Life Around us
8. Electric Current And circuits
   Activity: Working of Electric Circuits

September
9. The Habitat of the Living
10. Magnets
   Activity: Classify Magnetic and Non-magnetic materials

October
11. Plants: Forms & Functions

November
12. Rain, Thunder and Lightening
13. Importance of water
   Activity: To study condensation and evaporation

December
14. Animals: Structure and Function
15. Light : Image and Shadow
   Activity : Observation of Shadow

January
16. Importance of Air
   Activity : Oxygen is necessary for burning.
February
  17. Changes Around us
  18. Wastes
Activity: Recycling of paper

FA1:  1. Sources of Food
      2. Our cloth materials

FA2:  3. Motion and Measurement
      4. Components of food
      5. Different kind of materials [F.H.A]

SA1:  6. Cleaning Food
      7. Life Around Us
      8. Electric Current and Circuits

FA3:  9. The Habitat of the living
      10. Magnets
      11. Importance of water [F.H.A]

FA4:  12. Plants: Forms and Functions
      13. Rain, Thunder and Lightening

SA2:  15. Light, Image and Shadow
      16. Importance of Air
      17. Changes Around us
      18. Wastes

Maths
FA1
April
  1. Knowing our Numbers.
  2. Playing with Numbers

May
  3. Whole Numbers

July
FA2
  1. Negative Numbers and Integers
  2. Fractions

August
SA1
  1. Decimals

September
  2. Introduction to Algebra

October
FA3
  1. Ratio and Proportion
2. Symmetry
November
3. Basic Geometrical Ideas (2D)

December
FA4
1. Understanding Elementary Shapes
2. Data Handling

January
3. Constructions

February
SA2
1. Menstruation

**Social Studies**
FA1
April
1. When, Where and How Pen Test
2. Planet Earth in the Solar System Project and activity
3. Diversity Pen Test

FAII
May
1. The Earliest Societies (SAS)
2. The first farmers and herders pen test
3. Latitudes and Longitudes pen test
4. Government project & activity

SA1
July
1. The first cities
2. Maps

August
1. Different ways of life
2. Local Government

FA-III
September
1. Motions of the Earth Project + Activity
2. Early states pen test

October
1. Four realms of the Earth pen test
2. New Ideas SAS

FA-IV
November
1. The first Empire pen test
2. Major Relief features of Earth pen test
3. Life in towns and villages project + activity

December
1. Life in Towns and Villages SAS
2. Contact with Distant lands SAS
SA-II
December
1. India in the world
January
1. Political Development
   2. Culture and Science
February
1. Natural vegetation and wildlife
   2. Making a living

GK
SA1
April
Lesson No 1 to 7
May
Less No. 8 to 15
July
Lesson No. 16 to 23
August
Lesson No. 24 to 29
September
Revision of SA1 Lesson No 1 to 29

SA2
October
Lesson No 30 to 36
November
Lesson No 37 to 43
December
Lesson No 44 to 50
January
Lesson No 51 to 57
February
Revision of SA2 Lesson No 30 to 57
MV International School
(Session : 2012-13)
Class : 7th

English

April
Course Book
1. Casbianca
2. Brave in Life, Brave in Death
3. The Daffodils
Grammar Book
1. Nouns
2. Countable and Uncountable Nouns
Paragraph Writing  [FHA]

May
Course Book
4. The Luncheon
5. Abou Ben Adhem  [Activity]
6. David begins a new Life -1
Grammar Book
3. Adjectives
4. The Articles

July
Course Book
7. David Begins a New Life -2
Grammar Book
5. Pronouns
6. Prepositions
Letter writing ( F.H.A)

August
Course Book
8. Ring out, Wild Bells
Grammar Book
7. Determiners
8. The Verb- Regular and Irregular Forms
9. The Sentence

September
Course Book
9. Rats on a Train
Grammar Book
10. Transitive and Intransitive verbs
11. Finite and Non-Finite Verbs

October
Course Book
10. Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
11. Dolls over the Ages
12. Palanquin Bearers
Grammar Book
12. Modal Auxiliaries
13. Adverbs
Essay writing (F.H.A)
November
Course Book
13. Too Dear
14. The First Jasmines
Grammar Book
14. Subject-Verb Agreement
15. Conjunctions

December
Course Book
15. The Wind on Haunted Hill
Grammar Book
16. The Present tense
17. The Past Tense
18. The Future tense
Story Writing [FHA]

January
Course Book
17. King Ahmak Shah
Grammar Book
19. Active and Passive Voice
20. Direct and Indirect Speech
Writing Messages [FHA]

February
Course Book
18. Brave Dogs
Grammar Book
21. Phrases
22. Clauses
23. Simple, Compound and Complex Sentences

FA1: Lesson No 1, 2, 3 and 4
Grammar: Lesson No 1 and 2

FA2: Lesson No 6, 7
Grammar: Lesson No. 3, 4, 5 and 6

SA1: Lesson No. 8, 9
Grammar: Lesson No. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

FA3: Lesson No. 10, 11, 12
Grammar: Lesson No. 12, 13

FA4: Lesson No. 13, 14, 15
Grammar: Lesson No. 14, 15

SA2: Lesson No 16, 17 and 18
Social Science

FA1
April
1. When where and How
2. New Kings and Kingdoms
3. Our Environment

May
1. Democracy

(FA-II)
May
1. The Sultans of Delhi
2. Interior of the Earth: Rocks & Minerals

July
3. State Government

SA1
July
1. Earth Movements and Major Land forms

August
1. The creation of an Empire
2. Understanding Media

September
3. Water- Fresh and Saline : Distribution of major water Bodies.

FA-III
October
1. Architecture as Power: Forts and Scared Places
2. Towns, Traders and Craftsmen
3. Sea water and its circulation
4. Unpacking Gender

November: Social change: Mobile and Settled

FA-IV
November
1. Natural Vegetation

December
1. Air- Composition and structure of the Atmosphere
2. Human Environment Interaction
3. Popular beliefs and Religious debates
4. The flowering of regional cultures

SA-II
January
1. Markets Around us

February
1. New Political formation in the 18th century
2. Life in tropical regions and sub tropical regions (Amazon and Ganga- Brahmaputra basins)
3. Life in temperate regions: ( The prairies and veld)
Science
April-May
FA1
1. How do plants get their food
2. Physical and Chemical changes
3. Light
Activity: Collection of leaves of different colours
July-August
FA2
1. Animal Nutrition
2. Natural Fibres
3. Rain thunder and lightening
Activity: Weather reporting
September
SA1
1. Organism and their surroundings
2. Scarcity of water
3. Forests
Activity: Composition of Soil
October-November
FA3
1. Respiration in living organisms
2. Acidic, basic and neutral substances
3. Heat flow and temperature
December-January
FA4
1. Movement of substances in plants
2. Electric current & circuits
3. Time measurement and objects in motion
Activity: Working of an electric current
February-March
SA2
1. Excretion in Animals
2. Reproduction in plants
3. Waste management.

Maths
April
FA1
1. Integers
2. Data Handling
May
1. Fractions and decimals
July
FA2
1. Rational Numbers
2. Exponents and Powers

August
1. Lines and Angles

September
SA1
1. Ratio and Proportion

October
FA3
1. Percentage and its Application
2. Probability

November
1. Properties of Triangles

December
FA4
1. Algebraic Expression
2. Linear equation in one variable

January
1. Congruence of Triangle

February
SA2
1. Mensuration
2. Symmetry
3. Practical Geometry

GK
SA1
April
Lesson No 1 to 7
May
Less No. 8 to 15
July
Lesson No. 16 to 23
August
Lesson No. 24 to 29

September
Revision of SA1 Lesson No 1 to 29

SA2
October
Lesson No 30 to 36
November
Lesson No 37 to 43
December
Lesson No 44 to 50
January
Lesson No 51 to 58
February
Revision of SA2 Lesson No 30 to 58
MV International School  
(Session : 2012-13)  
Class : 8th

**English**

April: Unit:1 Wit and Humour

  Section:1 Two Geniuses  
  Section:2 The Canterville Ghost(F.H.A)  
  Section:3 The Muddle Head

May: Unit:1 Wit and Humour

  Section:4 A Difficult Customer

  Unit:2 Trust and Care

  Section:1 The Doctor’s Wind(Activity)  
  Section:2 Dusk

July: Unit:2 Trust and care

  Section:3 Sympathy  
  Section:4 The Thief’s story(F.H.A)

  Unit:3 Fact and Fiction

  Section:4 The Silver Teapot (activity)

August: Unit:3 Fact and Fiction

  Section:2 A Face on the wall  
  Section:3 After Dark  
  Section:4 The China Dog

September: Unit:4 Sports People

  Section:1 My Beginnings  
  Section:2 The Lap of Honour

October: Unit:4 Sports People

  Section:3 A Girl Called Golden  
  Section:4 The Pain Lingers (F.H.A)

  Unit:5 Irony and Satire

  Section:1 The Death in the Kitchen  
  Section:2 A Letter to God
November:  Unit:5 Irony and Satire

  Section:3 Upagupta (activity)
  Section:4 An Astrologer’s Day

  Unit:6 Prejudice

  Section:1 Jamaican Fragment

December:  Unit:6 Prejudice

  Section:2 The Thakur’s Well
  Section:3 The Idiot (activity)
  Section:4 The Dinner Party (F.H.A)

January:  Unit:7 Science Fiction

  Section:2 The Green Morning
  Section:3 Moon Wind
  Section:4 QT 1 (F.H.A)

  Unit:8 War

  Section:1 The Sniper

February:  Unit:8 War

  Section:2 War
  Section:3 An Irish Airman Foresees His Death
  Section:4 Old Man at the Bridge.

FA1: will include unit 1, Sec1, 3 and 4

FA2: will include unit 2, Sec. 2 and 3

SA1: will include unit 3, Sec. 2, 3,4 and Unit 4, Sec. 1 and 2

FA3: will include unit 4, sec. 3, unit 5, sec. 1 and 2

FA4: will include unit 5, sec.4 and unit 6 sec 1 and 2, unit 7 sec.1

SA2: will include unit 7, sec. 2 and 3 and unit 8, sec. 1, 2,3 and 4

Mathematics

April: (FA1)

Chapters: Rational Numbers
  Powers

May: (FA1)

Chapters: Squares and Square Roots

July: (FA2)
Chapters: Cubes and Cube Roots
Playing with Numbers
August: (SA1)

Chapters: Algebraic Expression
Data Handling

September: (SA1)

Chapters: Linear Equations in one Variable

October: (FA3)

Chapters: Percentage and its Applications
Introduction to Graphs

November: (FA3)

Chapters: Polygons and Quadrilaterals

December: (FA4)

Chapters: Compound Interest
Direct and Inverse Variations

January:

Chapters: Practical Geometry

February: (SA2)

Chapters: Area of Polygons
Volume and Surface Area

G.K.

April: (SA1)

Chapters: 1 to 7

May:

Chapters: 8 to 15

June:

Chapters: 16 to 23
August:
Chapters: 24 to 29

September: (SA1)

**Revision of SA1 chapters: 1 to 29**

October:
Chapters: 30 to 36

November:
Chapters: 37 to 43

December:
Chapters: 44 to 51

January:
Chapters: 51 to 59

February: (SA2)

**Revision of chapters: 30 to 59**

**Science**

April-May: (FA1)
Chapters: 1. Crop Production and Management
   2. Synthetic Fibres and Plastics
      a. Activity – Making of Herbarium
   3. Micro-Organisms: Friend and Foe
      a. Activity - Synthetic Fibres

July: (FA2)
Chapters: 4. Materials: Metals and Non Metals
   5. Cell- Structure and Functions
      a. Activity- Temporary Slide Preparation

August-September: (SA1)
Chapters: 6. Coal and Petroleum

7. Conservation of Plants and Animals

8. Combustion and Flame
   a. Activity- Listing Endangered Species

October: (FA3)

Chapters: 9. Reproduction in Animals

10. Force and Pressure

11. Stars and the Solar System

November-December: (FA4)

Chapters: 12. Light

13 Sound

14 Chemical effects of electric current
   a. Activity- Study of formation of spectrum

15. Pollution of air and water

January-February: (SA2)

Chapters: 16. Friction

a. Activity- Water filtration process

17. Reaching the age of adolescence

19. Some natural phenomena
   Activity : Natural Phenomena
### Social Science

**FAI**  
**April**

1. How, When and Where (SAS)  
2. The Establishment of British Empire in India (Pen Test)  
3. The Indian Constitution (Pen Test)

**May**

1. Resources (Project + Activity)

**FAII**  
**July**

1. Secularism  
   Natural Resources  
   Ruling the countryside  
   Pen test

**August**

Parliament Project + Activity

**SA-I**

Mineral Resources  
The Executive  
Tribal’s, Dikus and the vision of Golden Age

**September**

Social Reform in India

**FAIII**  
**October**

Revolt of 1857  
Understanding Laws Project + Activity  
Agriculture Pen Test  
Colonialism and the growth of new  
Cities in India SAS

**FA IV**  
**November**

Civilizing the Nature, Educating the Nation SAS

**December**

Weavers, Iron smelters and factory owners SAS  
Judiciary Pen test  
Criminal Justice System Activity + project  
Manufacturing Industries Pen test

**SA-II**  
**January**

Human Resources  
Indian National Movement (1870’s-1947) SAS  
India after Independence  
The Executive and Social Justice  
Public Facilities  
Economic presence of the Government